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Are You a Federal Fugitive?
By: Joseph J. Santaniello
Did you pay for all of those songs on your computer, IPod,
IPhone or MP3 player? Chances are that you are one of the
millions of owners of digital media players who have at
least one or more illegally obtained song files in your
possession. While it is more likely that you would be the
target of a civil lawsuit rather than a criminal prosecution,
the odds are in your favor that you would not be the target
of either. However, let's talk about why you might have a
target on your back.
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Tuesday, Sept 18 at 7:00 pm ~
Alternative Minimum Tax Seminar
Saturday, Oct 6 from 1 to 8 pm ~OCFest To Benefit Cystic Fibrosis
http://www.thevistagroup.org

>>Read More
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Friday, Sept. 28th at 6:00 pm ~ La
Noticia Excelente Awards
Friday, Oct. 5th at 6:30 pm ~ FBI
Charlotte Citizens Academy Art
Auction

Commercial Transactions Practice
Corporate Law/Business
Organizations Practice
Franchise and Distribution Law
Practice
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Sale or No Sale?
By: Gregory C. Yadley

●
●
●

Like selling a house, selling a privately held business can
be a complex, lengthy process. "When to sell?"and "For
how much money?" are just two questions a potential seller
asks when trying to decide if and when to sell a business. If
you're thinking you may want to sell your business, the time
to start planning is now.
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Intellectual Property Practice Group
International Transactions Practice
Mergers and Acquisition/Divestitures
Practice
Nonprofit Organizations Practice
Securities Law Practice
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This email was sent to you because of your connection to Shumaker, Loop & Kendrick, LLP. We respect your privacy and will never sell or rent
your information. You can take your name out of the email database at any time by clicking the unsubscribe link in this email and you will be
removed from my list immediately. The contents of this Dividends newsletter are offered as general information only and are not intended for use
as legal advice on specific matters. IRS Circular 230 Notice: We are required to advise you no person or entity may use any tax advice in this
communication or any attachment to (i) avoid any penalty under federal tax law or (ii) promote, market or recommend any purchase, investment or other
action.
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Are You a Federal Fugitive? (Fall 2007)
Did you pay for all of those songs on your computer, IPod, IPhone or MP3 player? Chances are that you are one of the
millions of owners of digital media players who have at least one or more illegally obtained song files in your
possession. While it is more likely that you would be the target of a civil lawsuit rather than a criminal prosecution, the
odds are in your favor that you would not be the target of either. However, let’s talk about why you might have a target
on your back.
Copyright is the set of exclusive rights given to creators of original “works of authorship,” including literary, dramatic,
musical, artistic, and certain other intellectual works. This set of exclusive rights includes the rights to reproduce the
copyrighted work in copies or phonorecords; to prepare derivative works based upon the copyrighted work; to
distribute copies or phonorecords of the copyrighted work to the public by sale or other transfer of ownership, or by
rental, lease, or lending; in the case of literary, musical, dramatic, and choreographic works, pantomimes, motion
pictures, and other audiovisual works, to perform the copyrighted work publicly; and in the case of literary, musical,
dramatic, and choreographic works, pantomimes, and pictorial, graphic, or sculptural works, including the individual
images of a motion picture or other audiovisual work, to display the copyrighted work publicly. Keep in mind that
copyrights do not protect concepts and ideas.
Copyright vests in the author of a work the moment the work is “fixed in a tangible medium.” Fixation can take many
forms. The most common examples are when your work is written down, printed, or recorded in such a way that it can
be played back. A copyright registration conveys several important rights on the registrant, including the right to sue
for infringement; prima facie evidence of the validity of the copyright and of the facts stated in the certificate of
registration of the copyright; and statutory damages and attorneys’ fees in litigation, if the copyright is registered prior
to the infringement or within three months after the first publication of the work. The term of copyright in a work
generally runs from the date of the work’s creation for a term consisting of the life of the author plus 70 years in most
cases. The current filing fee for most copyright applications is $45.
Jack Santaniello is a partner in the corporate, franchising and intellectual property practice groups in the firm’s
Charlotte office.
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